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I think it was the long Me~~;~/ Day holiday, if I'm not mistaken, in 1957.

About forty-eight hours before it was to be released, I began getting ques-

tions from the people within the CBS organization. I got one saying, "Does

the management, Paley and Stanton, know you've got the dictator of the Soviet

Union on the air?" I said, "Well, I hope so. It was certainly brought be-

fore

with
feel a little bit uneasy about it, about the fact that people had forgotten

that they all agreed to it and they were beginning to get nervous. Now wh~iA·

er any Washington influence was stirring up the nerves or not I don't know.

The show went on the air on Sunday afternoon and it was allover the front

pages of newspapers allover the country, It was a lead story throughout

the entire country on Monday morning. When I got to the office there was

the usual telephone call, "Meeting in the Board Room." So we went to the

Board Room. Stanton, Salant, who was sort of his personal aide at the time
\/and counsel, John Day (spJ) who was the head of the News Department, lrv

Gitlin, who was the head of the Public Affairs Department, and I; and I

quess probably Elmer Lower was in on these conversations too. He was sort

of my own personal assistant. We sat there all that day and we couldn't

really understand what was wrong. Stanton and Salant wringing their hands

and worrying that this was the death of the CBS organization, that licenses

were in jeopardy. I suppose what happened is that somebody had let the word

1 and I never did find this out, nobobdy ever told me
Oose in Washington --

that Eisenhower was upset and t'Q1Foster Dulles was upset. I suppose this

is what happened, and I don't know whether Eisenhower was •
I know Dulles was.



Heighton: Were people upset because of what Kruschev said on the program

or just the fact that he was on American television?

Mickelson: I think it was principally the fact that he was appearing on

American television. Again you see -- I'm in the dark on a lot of this --

but it seemed to be the nature of the attack, and so we had to defend our-

that we had to take. Our little group upstairs which couldn't understand

selves, not for what he said, but for having the audacity to put the Russian

dictator on the television network. And this led to a whole series of steps

what the excitement was all about wasn't making any progress at all until the

relresentative of the Earl Newsom public relations agency came in, Bill
I1¥dgate ~) came in. Now Stanton had been trying to get this Earl Newsom

to handle CBS public relations for sometime and apparently when this occur~,J

he got back to Newsom again and said, "Look, ~ we've ~ to have your help."
rWell LJ\dgate fJWp?) walked in and took a look and said, "What are all the long

of the game. The thing to do isn't to
faces about? You guys are way ahead

fbi/fLlI
try to f?t'jjl tr' the i!I±oHlbackfires.

It's to take this big lead you've got

and capitalize on it to the maximum possible extent." Well, this is what

those of us on the staff had been saying for a day and half by then, but it,
to k

.d . d say it So the whole thing turned around
o an outs~ er to come ~n an ~ •

instantly. We immediately prepared a full-page ad to run the next morning,

the morning of the President's press conference, to nm i", The ~~ Times,

the Herald Tribune, the Washington~, the Chicago Tribune. We also got

our White House correspondent, Chuck von Fremd at that time, got a question

to him and got him to ask that question of the.President, and did whatever
~e hi recognized so that he could ask his question.
~ couldLtOlarrange to get m
We arranged for Stanton to make a speech to the National Press Club in Wash-

•
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ington on the whole issue. ~~J.then I also suggested I thought I could get

him an award from the Radio and Televi~n News Directors as the person stand-

through this and after having come out of it without any recrimination I think

ing upmost strongly for broadcasters -- broadcast newsrn.n of the year. And

all of this fell into place and we got it all done, except for one thing,

and that is when von Fremd asked his question of the President he got himself

so tangled up that Scotty Reston in the Times the next day used that old line
l)/i1 1;,_ /(":/?'J/! /1,',// t.:

But t t " J, ~ (?)·..(oar"Chuck von Fremd, you should have stood in bed."
~ and I think we were well ahead of the game when it was allover. But

inclined negatively was Dulles.
Heighton: Perhaps now it would be a good idea -- a good time to ask you

about your perceptions of news coverage and ask you how it has affected both

I think this probably did ~are to establish the independence of television

in the news area than any other single thing that we did. After having gone

it occurred to government and public alike that television did have certain

priVileges to function with First Amendment protection.
Heighton: Did most of the recrimination~ the~ come from government and not

from general public opinion?
Mickelson: Yeah, I think it was almost entirely from government. I think

, it was __ the only one, as I say, I can pinpoint as having quite strongly

the public and the government's response to extensive television news cover-

I ~

age.
Mickelson: Well, the changes in the perception on the part of government of

televi~n has occurred gradually on an evolutionary basis over a long period

f f us during the early '50s, but it was sort
o time. They were conscious 0

of a toy __ it was kind of fun to play with it and they were quite willing

b
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to go on "Meet the Press" or "Face the Nation" .when we'd invite them.

Many government officials recognized the importance of it. Jim Hagerty,

for example, recognized the importance of live televised press conferences

which never happened actually during his career in the White House -- not

until Kennedy came in. But I think it was more curiosity for a long period

of time than anything of a real impact. It seems to me that during that

period it was the Times, the Herald Tribune, and the Washington Post, and

of course the big newspapers out in he country which had the real influence.

But gradually that situation changed. Gradually people in political life

began to see the enormous impact that television had, and they began then

to cater more and more to the requirements of television than they had pre-

viously. I think that's now gotten to the point where in many cases a gov-

ernment official who's got something to say realizes that a way to say it -

for example, if Schlesinger has an announcement on energy that he'll try

to get one of these Sunday discussion, Q & A shows as a platform because

he knows that out of that he'll get Monday morning newspaper space. So
,

.they're beginning now to play it on the basis of televi~n being primary,
S6 that'sand a newspaper has greater impact but it's secondary in timing •

I think the major change. Television at the same time has also had a chance

t that there's a big difference between theo mature and I -- it strikes me

networks and the local stations. When we started with fifteen minutes of
many of them had no news at all but theneelevision news, the stations

h minutes Of news to fill out the half hour
t ey began to program fifteen
i And nobody thought they'd ever go any farther.

w th our fifteen minutes.
. e the importance of news

I think that perhaps the last people to recognLz
and managers themselves who just didn't see

on television were the OQUers c
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what a bonanza it might be. They'd convinced themselves during the radio

period that neqs'vas ,generally, s-omething--:dlaf:.had-:to""be'·done":to achieve a

reputation and a record to win a license in a license renewal hearing.

They didn't realize fully that it was a commodity that would yield financial

returns as well. As a consequence there was a good deal of opposition to

the half-hour news program. Well, I thought -- well we started doing dry

runs on half-hour television news by 1957 or so. And I was convinced in

the fall of 1959 that we have a half-hour of television news on the schedule.

Right after the quiz scandals we had two long Saturday and Sunday sessions

of all the top CBS executives to tell them what to do about the quiz scan-

dal,s, One of the decisions was to go wrtn the half-hour news. I'm sure,

however, it was Jim Aubrey who torpedoed that on the basis of some calls

to affiliates who didn't want a half hour of news because they thought they'd

have to(t0 a half hour then. But they didn't want to; they were too short-
sighted to see what they could do. Well, when the networks forced the issue

about three years later and went to the half hour, then the stations went to

the half hour. They found out they could not only fill the half hour but

fill it wita commercials as well. some stations then even went to an hour,

which is commonplace, to an hour and a half local. In the case of KNXT in
Los Angeles aren't they doing two and a half hours of local and a half hour

of network? And of course this.has been enormously profitable to them, and

I think it has been enormously useful to them in establishing a community
pOsition. So that they were slow to respond, but eventually-:they-:c-amece-around

to it, and I think the next step has got to be for the networks to go to
As there'ssixty minutes. l~think technology is going to make it necessary.

some erosion of television:of cei1tei:ta:tnmei1cprQgramridng:"li:~s~go:tQ.g_·:to":!le to..
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easier and easier to do as time goes on. But I said that
, '"fi ,- "I' ,

._ /' C/;~/~/I'>A ~~~-.{....:
at the beginning of this l;ng ~ that I thought there

that originally

was a big differ-

ence between network and local. And of course there is in the sense that

the local stations are much more inclined to -- with their longer time to

fill -- to treat news as something with big entertainment values and to

sign off the serious news to the networks. And I think the networks gen-

erally are doing very well indeed at covering hard news, covering it satis-
SO

factorily. I'm not quite~sure that the local stations are all doing it.

There are some doing well, but I'm afraid there's too much attention being

given in local stations to the embellishments ,of news, to the soft feature

stories in news, to the character of the people, the appearances of the

people, and the voice quality cif the people doing it and so forth, so you've'

got a tendency for news in many local communities to be awfully soft, highly

commercial, but how useful to the public in terms of understanding the corn-

munities in which they live I have some doubts. Now that's not universal

but there are many places where I think that's true. And you can project

a scenario down the line in which that continues and in which the rating

war where the enormous dollars now attaching to a rating point, you can

project it to the point where news will become almost an entertainment

feature on a station. And that I'm somewhat fearful of.

Heighton: If and when the networks go to hour-long newscasts, what changes

do you see corning in network news?
Mickelson: Well, I think they'd do much more backgrounding. I think put-

ting the story in perspective is difficult for the network now because

there simply is not the time to do it. Even as this is done just while
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(Transcribed 8/13/79 - 5:00-7:00 p.m.)

we're still in the last throes perhaps of that whole Iranian problem, there

hasn't really been time on the -- in the network half hours to explain the)nl-/1£
th~A6 Muslims, fOr example, how their'I background, to explain how

philosophy is involved in the changes which have been oCCUtring. Similarly

~n the Chinese and Vietnamese and Russian issues, there isn't time to explain.

There isn't time to do an adequate explanation of inflation or energy. It

seems to me that as they go to the hour they've got to develop their own tech-

niques, and they've got to be inventive about finding interesting ways of pre-

senting serious topics and serious ideas. And I think they can do it and it

seems to me that hour, the additional half hour, would be the opportunity for

them to perform a much greater public service than they're now performing.

Heighton: Do you think television news is really as influential in shaping

public opinion as a lot of people, including some mass media experts, seem to

think?

Mickelson: No, I don't __ I don't think so. Of course, you know I don't

think that you can assign anyone medium full responsibility, because any

single individual is subjected to a bombardment of impulses, stimuli from all

directions, and out of all of this he makes his own synthesis and comes up

with his own ideas. I suppose you get certain impressions out of watching a

television news program, you get certain impressions concerning the character

of indiViduals, you retain certain impressions of certain more dramatic pic-

tures that you've seen than other pictures. How much this has to do with ac-

tu 11 to ta'~positions on issues I don't know. I woulda y influencing a person ~

•
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doubt that you've got a direct connection between watching a television news

program and adopting an attitude.

Heighton: Well, if you don't believe that television really manipulates

public opinion to that extent, maybe you will comment on news events manipu-

lating television news coverage. What problems have you encountered in

your career?

Mickelson: Well, want me to go back to political conventions first?

Heighton: Sure.

Mickelson: I'll give you an example. I.19S',vI ....

End of Reel 2, Side I

•
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Reel 2, Side 2 (4)

Mickelson: ~ I'd like to get back to the 1956 Democratic Convention out

in San Francisco. I had discovered several weeks before the Convention ,

quite by accident, that the Democratic National Committee had prepared a film

which they intended to show at the national convention.

I came out of a meeting with Frank Stanton one day and told him I had discov-

ered this and said that I did not intend to use it, and the reason ••• He

asked, "Why?" and I said, "The reason is very simple, that we're there to

cover a news event. We're not there to cover a pageant. We're there for ex-

p1aining what's going on and that's our fundamental purpose. If we let our-

selves be talked into showing a film, then we become a publicity agency for

the Democratic National COllDUittee." I got no further response from it, but

I'd drna e my point.
A few days before the national convention a film was delivered to us by an

agent of TelePrompter Corporation. He said, "Here's the Democratic National

Committee film." I had our film man take a look at it and we racked the

• thing up all right. No, we didn't rack it up, excuse me. I made the decision

that if we wanted to go to the film what we would do is take it off the screen.

In other words, we'd focus the camera on the screen just as a person in the

hous Id So that was the decision and it was a matter of deep prin-e wou see it.
ciple, I thought __ .that we not get into a position of becoming an outlet for

national party publicity.
The film started. I began to get telephone calls from the stage -- ·from our

man on the stage, that Paul Butler, the Chairman of the Democratic National
I was informed

C01lllllitteewas livid with fury because we were not carrying it.

c..

•
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there was going to be a blast when it was allover. He was really going,to

bl A d h did h h ~';f{(F !.P
ast us. neW en t e film was over -- incidentally we covered --'

of it. We'd been around picking up threads here and there of what was going

on and the importance of certain moves that were taking place. We cameback

and took some of the hall. The quality wasn't very good but we could show a

part of it. And incidentally, one other little thing, the narrator for the

film was a young senator from Massachusetts named John F. Kennedy, and I

think probably his father had something to do with the whole story. But

Butler let go with a blast. He made a speech in which he cordially, enthu-

siastically embraced both ABC and NBC for their fine patriotic spirit (laughs)

in showing the film and didn't say a word about us. But then the boos started

from the whole hall. They rose up en masse. Frank Stanton who was sitting in
.," - /,"~I''''/" Ii < r ,'"l".:'-:::'-

, ,-' (~)
a box apparently decided he better
1/" "fI- I-,'J,e,y
(~~l€d)/so he came around to the

get out of there fast.

other side of the building where we hed our

studio set up. And then, of course, we had to build backfires on this one and

he came completely to our defense in that situation, and we put out a state-

.ment explaining that we were there to cover a news event and we didn't regard

that as part of the news event and we were exercising our own judgment. I al-

so found out, however, that Paul Butler had asked him if he ought to pro-

duce the film and he had said, "Yes, by all means, go ahead and produce it,"

so he was kind of in an ambivalent position at that point.

But, I think that 1 s a case of the Democratic Natiol}al Committee manipulating

a news the television networks into clearing it and we
event to try to entrap

reSisted. However, unfortunately at the 1960 Convention there had been so

much animus created by our failure in 1956 that they prepared films again and

..
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this time we played dead and rolled over and ran the film so that they won it.

But of course the whole business is one of the most dangerous aspects of tel-

evision coverage. It's what is real and what is fake? What is created? The

whole newsreels in many cases re-created cfrcomstacces, They had their big

heavy cumbersome 35 millimeter equipment, some of it double ~ system, and

it was not portable to the point where you can run and set up and get some-

thing, so they'd do in and re-create an event. Also, the maximum running

time for a reel of 35 millimeter w8s4bout ten minutes, and you couldn't ex-

pect the event to break at the end of about ten minutes and resume again. So

even much of the "See It Now" stuff, for example; in a sense was re-created

for television. And when you re-create something, then is it legitimate or

are you simply creating a trend toward permitting the creation of events?

Are you really photographing live actuality or ate you photographing some

thing which is __ should be stamped, "Made for Television?"
~

The first time I ran into a situation w~~re we were guilty occu~ed during the

Little Rock Central High School riots in 1957. We had a mobile unit parked

in front of Central High School and in a position to watch the demonstra~ions., 1/1~/i//!I_',. ,>,k.~".///V,:.
(''''''''''''' 551 a)and in some cases the demonstrations turned out to include ".,.--.;Wl' ..-

~iii~ and whistling and the like. I picked up ~ New York Times one

morning after we had some rather dramatic pictures the night before and read

a piece by Homer Bigart to the effect that our camera crew had not been in a

POsition to catch one of the demonstration groups coming up the street to
C k d h to go back down the streetentral High School and stopped them and as e t em
a block could get them on television. Well,and come back a second time so we
I d f • to ask some questions and found oute ended that for awhile and then began •

•
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that yes, our camera crew had done it. Well this led us to some serious

thinking about how far we dared go in re-creating that kind of an event, be-

cause if we were to do it we might be responsible for establishing all kinds

of situations in which peaceful demonstrations turn into riots. Because

again the rioters are likely to want to perform for cameras.

We had another example a couple of years later during the sitdown runs in
,

the South __ oh, the sitdown strikes, particularly in lunch counter and res-

taurant sitdowns. We had [a] crew in Nashville and I got a call from the

president and general manager of our affiliate television station who asked

me why our crew on the scene had not been -- had not come to see him before

they started filming some sequences, and we found out later that they had

gone in, had met with a group planning a sitdown, and I guess had worked

with the crew determining exactly what time the sitdown was to take place and

in what restaurant it was to cake· place so they could be at the route of

march and in the restaurant in advance with their cameras. Well., we were

gUilty of creating a sitdown for'television purposes, and this I'm afraid

could have resulted in some rather serious repercussions in Nashville at the

time. The governor obviously was upset. He was upset because of course this

could have led to a riot. You don't know.
Now from the other point of view, of course people are smart enough to know

that when there're cameras there, they can perform in front of the camera.

~ometimes it's rather simple, like the crowd at a.football game. I've seen

the camera focused on them and they start behaving like adolescents or even
5 ok E711t1tr; CI('OLt'J!;Vworse, (~(mn!~~~ehavior. But on the other hand some of the

d rioting in the late '60s, early '70s,
emoustratocs during the period of the

• • •
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felt that they could get their cases across· by getting a television camera

andbeing quite outrageous in front of the television camera to make a point.

It seems to me that it's terribly important for television executives to be

cautious, to be prepared.for a variety of situations, to take a position

whichis not going to stimulate or if they can possibly avoid it - stimulate

anyspontaneous combustion on the part of the public. On the other hand,

they can't very well avoid going into combustible situations because it's

part of news coverage. So it takes a rational group of people with level

heads in order to do a television job, muchmore so than newspapers. The

trouble with television is it's so obtrusive. The cameras are getting small-

er, muchsmaller than they used to be, but there are mobile units and tape

recorders and so forth, and all of it has a tendency to compel too muchat-

tention on the part of the public.

Heighton: In dealing with this problem at CBSNews, I'm sure policies e-

volve. Doyou write these policies? Did you do it in concert with manage-

mentor DM .. r executives in the News.Department? How did you go about that?

Mickelson: Well, there are certain basic policies which comemore or less

directly out of the Federal CommunicationsAct of 1934. For example, the

lip i "a mess clause is there. Nowthere are certain interpretations of it.

Someof the interpretations, for example, came from statements madeby senior

management. The Chairman, for example, Mr. Paley, madea speech to an NAB

ConVentionin 1954 when he received the Distinguished Service Awardin which

he identified objectivity as being the "will and intent of the broadcaster to

b Thenwe'd adopt -- we'd
e objective." Well, that we adopted as policy.

til di i ti ns as we went along.o fy certain policies to apply to certain s tua 0

•...
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Sometimes I'd write a policy memorandum and'send it on up to Paley and

Stanton, for example, to see whether they approved. of it•. Sometimes if I

didn't think that was necessary I just issued a policy memorandun without

getting any further approval. Sometimes we formulated policy through a

group known as the Editorial Board which normally met on a once-a-week ba-

sis. There we'd attack some difficult situation and decide how to approach

it and the approach would be detailed in the minutes. We would then reach
" J

into the minutes and form a policy statement around the mi~ttes. So there

were various ways policies evolved.

Heighton: What sort of specific problems were you dealing with in those pol-

ieies?
Mickelson: Well, we were talking about some of them -- how to handle situa-

tioos like sitdowns and •••

Heighton: Live, on-the-spot news events •

•
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Reel 2, Side 2 (contd) (Transcribed 8/14/79 - 5:00-6:15p.m.)
Mickelson: Yeah, live on-the~spot news events, but another one, the ques-

tion of what do you do about instant news analysis after the President

finishes a speech. At one time we decided and I 'sent down a memorandum
rl>;-S(c),c{i 1;"!.official- \~d)saying that when the President finished anr'~rcarried we'd ~up the flag, play "The Star Spangledspeech that we'd

Banner," and that would be the end of it and we wouldn' t go into any anaf-

,ysis. Well, then that was changed a number of times. We did policy on

that. There was policy well, it's not important policy -- on intro-

duction of personnel. For example, we started 'doing this -- a person

didn't introduce himse.lf fA%e a~aft but only at the end when he said,
L' fl." ;;/1-'> '

"This is George Herma~hen with \lealth, Education, and Welfare. That

sort of thing we did. I've forgotten what the -- the policies on answers,

for example, who would have the right to'answer for {airness purposes

which is an interpretation of the "Fairness Doctrine." We had to frame

various policies with respect to 'that kind of thing.
Heighton: Was it your policy to refuse to air any documentaries from out-

side sources, that all documentaries had to be produced within CBS News?

Mickelson: That was the general policy, but that was ~ the policy state-

ment. The policy statement was that we would not air anything concerning

controversial issues over which we had not had complete control because of

the danger in so doing of putting our affiliate stations in the position

where they were espousing causes over which they had no advance knowledge

of any type. To give you one specific example, ~ Dave Wolper with his

show, "The Race for Space." on the beginnings of the U.S. space program.

•

•e
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The Wolper show used General Medaris who was the head of space operations

for the U.S. Army as the protagonist on that one-hour program. We were
/,{/!';Rr~:>?(0very,meHSi!e .(Jfn for example -- it was a good show by the way and did very

well when it was syndicated throughout the country. I looked at it and

considered it seriously as a good program, but we knew that at that time

the Army and the Navy and the Air Force and N~CA~the ratiO.nal -~ what is .
• t' /./1/'IJ1//1. ,1,J~;!p/.li1tr)Ii.~'~~d>/Wa. /fli/~/// >?'/..~~~/
1t? Now it s NASA (.1k€iua'f~) but before it became NASA

that they were all contesting to see who'd get control of space. And if

we went with Medaris, the Army general, and made, him the protagonist we

would be placing ourselves on the side of the Army with respect to this

battle going on inside the government at that time. So we felt that we

could not accept that show. On the other hand, there were others that

we did accept, for example, the old "Armstrong Circle Theatre" would fre-

quently do what you might call dramatic cucumentaries .•.

Heighton: But those were not under the auspices of CBS News, were they?

Mickelson: No, I had to read everyone of them before they went on the

air so that I was in a position to call Bob Foreman down at BBD&O and say,

"Bob, will you change this or that because there are policY problems in-

volved?"
Heighton: BBDD is the agency for Armstrong.

r:

And I a.Lso , for exampl.-f'read 1,-" (Jf1 /(j W(;f{C (//!,:>D£I~/:.
·1 1---/ ~&d£fJzd) ~

/

Mickelson: ••• th~ agency for Armstrong.
" ,q,Jsome Playhouse 9a" for the same reason.

~ in the~~~~ut I read them in advance to analyze them against CBS
•

News policy. •
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Heighton: "Judgment at Nuremberg," for example?

Mickelson: Yeah, and there was the gas chamber tnvolved tn it•..

Heighton: Yes, oh ••. perhaps you should give the background on that.

Mickelson: Well, the background on that is that the American Gas Associ-

ation insisted that "gas chamber" could not be mentioned in tbat show, so

the word

It H Igas was e iminated and there was a beep at that point. Which is prob-

ably the most ridiculous case of •.•

Heighton. Sponsor meddltllg1

MickelsOft. 6£ sponsor meddling in the whole history of the business, I•

guess. But, no, we accepted some. Then there were some of them, for

example, a freelance producer would come tn with an idea and I've forgot-

ten specifically what falls in this category, but he would produce it un-

der our aegis. But the criticism from the outside was that all we were

doing was reserving the positians for our own staff members and to some

extent that's true insofar as we had put together a staff that had a lot

of good people in it. and there weren't very many on the outside who were

as competent as the people who were on the inside.
VAnd futhermore, the..

people On the inside had some respect for policy questions, for "Fairness

Doctrine" and that sort of thing. So it was a lot easier on the inside

and particularly if you got into anything highly controversial.

Hei h d im t k YOU about your views
g ton: Perhaps now would be a goo teO as .

on the "Fairness Doctrine." The Communications Act of 1934 may be re-
writ d it Knowing' you I would assume

ten and new legislation may superse e •
you would like to see the "Fairness Doctrine" written out of any new

legislation. •
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Mickelson: I think that the "Fairness Doctrine" is not a weapon which is

used every day and which government is using with a heavy hand, but I

think that the tDcsb! (t) problem (~ with the "Fairness Doctrine" is

that it gives many station operators an excuse to avoid projecting them-

selves into any kind of a controversial issue. If they know, for example,

that taking a stand on a controversial issue is going to force them to

give equal time to all sides it simply,gets them into all kinds of trouble.

And it's a lot easier to be totally bland and just refrain from getting

involved into anything that's controversial. I think that's the most dan-

gerous aspect of the "Fairness Doctrine." I think we'd have a much more
•

vital __ a much more vibrant form of broadcast journalism if the "Fairness

Doctrine" were not there. Now we didn't have a "Fairness Doctrine" ac~

tually written as such until1959. There was no "Fairness Doctrine"-at all

until 1949 and we didn't get into any serious trouble. we're the only

country in the world that has a "Fairness Doctrine,":::> -- spelled

out as such. So I just think that there's no real reason to have one.

We'd be better off without it. Furthermore, we have such a multiplicity

of media that it's unlikely that anyone medium is going to so dominate

the whole news spectrum that it can succeed-in achieving its way in any

kind of a controversial issue. For example. we're talking now in San

D- twelve television stations coming in
1ego and there are at least ten or

here by cable or otherwise, there are eighteen to .twenty radio stations

right in the San Diego metropolitan area in'addition to Los Angeles and
u are twO local metropolitan daily news-
nexican stations coming in, there

the _Los Angeles Times comes
papers, a group of suburban daily newspapers,

•
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in here with a local edition, Time, Newsweek, u.S. ~ and World Report,

the~ Street Journal -- ~ 've got so much that no one station is going
to playa Pied Piper role to the extent where it can seriously damage us.

I think we can take it out. I think deregulation seems to be a l<Jgical

next step in radio broadcasting, and, it makes a lot of'sense. Let the

marketplace govern. In television maybe we need some regulation for a-

while but there it seems to me we could ease off on the regulation.

Heighton: If you are in favor of the abolition of the "Fairness Doctrine,"

~e you also in favor of the abolition of the other provisions in Section

315 that provide equal opportunity for political candidates?

Mickelson: Oh absolutely. Abao IuteLy ,

(Transcribed 8/15/79 5:00-7:30 r'~·)

Heighton: You don't believe the exceptions in there prOVide enough free- •
dom for news operations?
Mickelson: No, I think. you ought to extend the exceptions further if

I ' I don't thJ.'nk,for example, it I S neces-you re going to retain the 315.
sary f that provides debate time or time on theor a metropolitan station
air for the two principal candidates for the Senate to go out and pick up
all th d i them time as is now mandatede fringe candidates as well an g ve
m Section 315. There are some ridiculous caseS in the past that have oc-

curred as a result of 315, and what it actually has done is inhibit cover-

age of election campaigns by again permitting a station operator to be
bloftd ~ f trouble by not giving anybody any- and cautious and to stay out 0

time. think you'd find a lot of the prin-If you took 315 out of there I
ci Now the dJ.'sadvantage?What happens with apal candidates getting time.
new'third party? Well, it'S __ then the third party begins to achieve

e


